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EDRA/Places Awards
Place Design and Place Research

Living Water Park
Place Design Award

Diggs Town
Place Design Award

From Yard to Garden
Place Research Award

Design for Comfort
Place Research Award
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Six exemplary projects in architecture, planning, landscape architecture and urban design have been named winners of the 1999 coxPlaces Awards for Place Design and Place Research. The winners were chosen from seventy-eight entries received from practitioners and scholars around the world—with nominations from six continents.

Details about the winning projects, along with jury commentary and analytical essays, follow in a special series of articles. Reports on the winning projects and other submissions were written by Todd W. Bressi, from materials provided by award winners, unless otherwise indicated. The winners were recognized at a banquet and symposium on June 5 at ASLA’s annual conference in Orlando, Florida.

The coxPlaces award program is in its second year. The purpose is to focus on design and research projects that contribute to excellence in human environments, and to highlight the relationship between place-based research and design. The program is open to practitioners and researchers from a wide range of design and social science backgrounds—including architecture, landscape architecture, planning, urban design, interior design, lighting design, graphic design, environmental psychology, sociology, anthropology and geography—as well as to public officials and citizens.